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Valse Mod.

Sleep ba-by sleep, close your dear eyes, That's an old time me-lo-dy,

Please Mister Moon, come out real soon, And shed your bright sil-very light,

Sung years a-go, soft sweet and low, When mother puts to bed Ba-by,

Down in this room, chase a-way gloom, And I will rock to sleep Ba-by,

Bring back those days, old fashioned ways, Take me to kid-land once more,

When pray'r is said, tucked down in bed, Moth-er says sleep tight my dear,

I love to be on my dear mammy's knee, Take me back to those days of yore.

And says good night, as she turns out the light, And then tip-toes a-way without fear.
CHORUS

Go to sleep, go to sleep Baby mine,
Close your eyes, stop your sighs, Baby mine,

Angels above you, will watch and love you
Slumber in peace and don't cry, Rock a-bye,

Hush a-bye Baby mine,
Dry your tears, have no fears, Baby mine,
Sandman is coming while mama is humming
That sweet Southern Lullaby.
THE MOST TALKED OF INSTRUMENTAL PIECE OF RECENT YEARS

"SABBATH CHIMES"

THE GREATEST NOVELTY COMPOSITION ON THE MARKET!

INSIST ON GETTING "SABBATH CHIMES" By F. HENRI KLICKMANN

This wonderfully clever little piece has caused more favorable talk and comment than any piece of music published in recent years. The clever arrangement of the chords, when properly played, give an exact imitation of church chimes. Be the first in your circle of friends to get this piece, get it learned to perfection, and we promise you, you will cause a genuine sensation the first time you play it for your friends.

We show you below extracts from the portion of this piece. Try over and we know you will want a complete copy at once.

Slowly

\[\text{Chimes}\]

To obtain the proper "Chimes" effect, strike each chord firmly and keep loud pedal down throughout.

HERE IS A PORTION OF THE SECOND MOVEMENT

Andante con espressivo

STILL ANOTHER MOVEMENT, PRETTIER THAN EVER

Andante cantabile
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This piece is on sale at all up-to-date music counters. Stop in and ask to have it played. If for any reason you cannot obtain copy from your dealer, send 15c in stamps or silver and complete copy will be mailed immediately.
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